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Kim, There is a good Barium Titanate experiment in "Physics Demonstration
Experiments" volume one & two.
It is found right after the Tesla coil demonstration page.
Barium Titanate has the highest dielectric constant known to man. Its wonderful
stuff. Ultra pure water "ALSO" has a very high dielectric constant.
I am on the threshold of reproducing Keely's original air ship. I have made a
discovery in a plate resonator design that allows a self sustaining wind to be
produced in an organ pipe.
If I am correct we can reproduce Keely's original air ship without using
electromagnetism or Schauberger disc's.
All we would need to throttle the flexible plate resonator is a simple key board
valve. The plates oscillate in a flagging configuration and "DO NOT ROTATE".
The absence of rotation gives us a much simpler fabrication problem.
Keely was the grandfather of implosion technology. I will send you details if my
design begins to self sustain its resonation without an internal or external wind
input.
Kim remember the MHD generator the air force uses or "FLAME JET
GENERATOR" is well known to me. It requires combustion. We have a "NO
FUEL" research effort.MHD generators also require cesium dopants to increase
flame ionization or the efficiency is too low. MHD has a lot of technical problems.
The thermodynamic energy in the wind is what the military is hiding from the
public. Magneto hydrodynamic generators need a gas jet with a powerful
magnetic field. WE ARE AFTER A THERMODYNAMIC WIND EFFECT. The fuel
based technology is well known in physics circles. Still your ideas are very
interesting. We might need a Billion dollar research budget to finish some of
them.Keely built his non-fuel based resonant air ship for far less then
that.Electro-gravitics is far easier to do if you have a powerful generator. We
need to perfect the Repulsine plates and the elector-gravitics will solve itself.
THANK YOU
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